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This class covers a typical workflow at utilities, using the Autodesk Infrastructure Design Suite and
highlighting its top new features and benefits.
AutoCAD Raster Design and AutoCAD Map 3D are used to gather and edit base data like aerial images,
CAD drawings and GIS data, including electric industry models. Analysis tools help identifying potential
areas and corridors for electric assets. Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler uses these data for a large scale
3D model that combines the “What is” situation with “What could be” proposals: conceptual designs of 3D
overhead distribution networks, windmills or solar panels, buildings and vegetation provide sophisticated
visualizations for decision makers. A precise, model-based electric network is designed with AutoCAD
Utility Design based on these proposals. Standards-driven workflows and rules based analysis tools
ensure a network design with consistency and reliability.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Explain the benefits that using Infrastructure Design Suite offers for typical workflows.



Describe how the different products in Infrastructure Design Suite work together



Produce high-quality 3D visualizations with Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler



Use AutoCAD Map 3D and AutoCAD Utility Design for electric network planning, design, analysis,
and maintenance

About the Speaker
CAD, GIS, and landscape architecture have inspired Markus since he attended university. In his roles as
a CAD and GIS user, project manager, solution implementer, educator, and technical salesperson,
Markus has gathered a wealth of experience in the Infrastructure and web mapping business. He is
especially skilled at working with users to develop solutions, particularly for utilities, land planning
companies, and government departments. Markus is a member of the AEC technical sales team in
Central Europe and blogs for his “Geospatial Navigator” (German).
markus.briglmeir@autodesk.com
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Idea and concept of this session
The Infrastructure Design Suite offers many workflows and flexible approaches to complete daily tasks in
many industries. This session and handout describe the concept and main steps for one specific
workflow. Videos, linked in the text, show the detailed approach and make it easy both to understand and
to follow the single steps. The focus is on special tasks and approaches. Basic tasks such as adding data
via FDO or creating a 3D model in Infrastructure modeler are not described in detail. Her as well, links to
videos give guidance to new users.

Infrastructure Design Suite Overview
®

Autodesk Infrastructure Design Suite 2013 is a comprehensive BIM for Infrastructure solution for
planning, designing, building, and managing transportation, utility, land, and water infrastructure. It is
offered in three versions.

Workflow Example
For the workflow in this session we use the Ultimate version of the Infrastructure Design Suite as it
includes AutoCAD Utility Design in addition to the other suites.
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The necessary tools and steps with in this workflow are:
1. AutoCAD Map 3D: Aggregate CAD, GIS and raster data for planning and design purposes
2. AutoCAD Raster Design: prepare and optimize raster data
3. AutoCAD Map 3D: analyze data and define possible corridors for planned electric transmission
lines
4. Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler: visualize in 3D, evaluate design alternatives and communicate
them
5. AutoCAD Utility Design: detailed electric network design
6. Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler: visualize and communicate final design created in AutoCAD
Utility Design and based on the 3D model from step 4.
7. Additionally: the design created can finally be stored in the utility models of AutoCAD Map 3D

AutoCAD Map 3D: Aggregate CAD, GIS and raster data for planning and design
purposes
Business challenge:
Integrate various CAD and GIS data in different quality and coordinate projections in one map for the
planning and designing project phase.
Example:
Electric device data including attributes in ESRI SHP format are imported into AutoCAD Map’s electric
industry model using the new data conversion tool. Different data sets like green areas, water areas, wind
mills are added to the map via FDO.
Steps to follow:
Detailed steps are shown in this video: http://youtu.be/ib9U7cOk-cI.
The main steps are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Use a electric utility model based on Oracle, SQLServer or DWG database in AutoCAD Map
Assign project coordinate system
Import SHP data (geometry and attributes) into industry model
Add SHP (green areas, parcels) and SDF (roads, building footprints) data via FDO
Stylize data

Upfront the electric utility model was enlarged with Autodesk Infrastructure Administrator (part of
AutoCAD Map) with special feature classes for wind mills, wind mill security areas, etc. The feature
classes are stored in an Oracle, SQLServer or DWG database and added to the map via FDO.
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AutoCAD Raster Design: prepare and optimize raster data
Business challenge:
Raster data from external sources need to be optimized and implemented into the project.
Example:
Arial raster files in TIF format are geo-referenced correctly matching the project’s coordinate system using
AutoCAD Raster Design. Image contrast and brightness are optimized. For later re-use the georeferenced file is exported including the geo information.

Steps to follow:
Detailed steps are shown in this video: http://youtu.be/ib9U7cOk-cI. The main steps are:

1. Insert image with AutoCAD Raster Design
2. Georeference image, Raster design offers several tools for this:
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3. Optimize colors, contrast etc.

4. Export image including the geo-referencing

The optimized and exported image stores the geo-referencing information with it. Thus the georeferencing can be re-used in other applications from now on, for example in AutoCAD Utility
Design or Infrastructure Modeler in this workflow.
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AutoCAD Map 3D: analyze data and define possible corridors for planned
electric transmission lines
Business challenge:
Identify potential corridors for new electric transmission lines.
Example:
Planned wind mills need to be connected to the electric network with overground or underground electric
lines. Potential corridors for the electric lines are identified using AutoCAD Map’s overlay, or in this case,
buffer tools.
Steps to follow:
Detailed steps are shown in this video: http://youtu.be/ib9U7cOk-cI. The main steps are:
1. Create buffers along roads where the planned electric lines could potentially run

2. Use CAD tools to extents the potential corridors (right click on buffer layer > create new
geometry)

The buffer polygons are stored in a SDF file. This file will be re-used later in Infrastructure
Modeler.
3. Tip: AutoCAD Map’s overlay tool as well is very helpful for tasks like this, for example to overlay
areas with high wind speeds and areas without residential areas.
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Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler: visualize in 3D, evaluate design alternatives
and communicate them
Business challenge 1: Visualize in 3D
For complex projects it is crucial that all stakeholders understand the as built and planned situation.
Example:
Due to great public discussions and awareness for new utility projects, a 3D model of the
as- built situation is generated with Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler. A 3D model is way easiert to
understand compared to 2D maps. The GIS and Raster data sets prepared in AutoCAD Map are reused,
a digital elevation model is imported from AutoCAD Civil 3D.
Steps to follow:
Detailed steps are shown in this video http://youtu.be/LzIfuEjzM9Q. The main steps are:
1. Create 3D model using GIS and raster files prepared in the previous steps.
Hint: several videos cover these steps, for example:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLHcqQ84WA8

2. Add the buffer polygon SDF created in AutoCAD Map as ‘coverage areas’.
3. Tip: add bookmarks to make it faster to navigate to crucial scenes in the model

Business challenge 2: design alternatives
Include internal and external stakeholder into discussions and decisions about different designs.
Example:
Different possible scenarios for the projected electric lines are created in 3D. The possible corridors for
electric lines created in AutoCAD Map are imported into Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler as basis for
several conceptual proposals including substations, wind mills, vegetation and surface modeling.
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Steps to follow:
1. Create proposals for different conceptual designs
Hint: proposals are based on the original model, but kind of separated from it. You can easily
create many proposals without changing your original model. Later you can switch between
proposals, deleted them or merge them with the original model.

2. Add 3D electric poles, wind mills, substation etc. within the proposal using the conceptual design
tools

3. Run ‘Shadow’ analysis on the proposal
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Tip 1: due to the coordinate system used, Infrastructure Modeler knows where the model would
be located in reality. Thus it generates the correct shadows and exposure to the sun.
Tip 2: you can control light setting and freeze lighting and shadows for your scene:

4. Navigate yourself to different viewpoints towards the 3D proposal to understand the visual
impacts on the surrounding.
5. Position yourself on top of a wind mill and run ‘Select visible’. This analysis marks all buildings in
the surrounding from where the wind mill is visible.

6. Create another proposal with an alternative conceptual design of the electric lines.
7. Switch between the proposals to discuss and decide which one is the favorite for further detailed
design steps.
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Business challenge 3: communicate the conceptual proposals
Communicate proposed design concept to internal and external stakeholders and the public.
Example:
Different 3D proposals for underground or overhead designs of the electric lines are published from
Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler as posters, videos, and for online viewing in a browser or and the
AIM360 iPad app.
Steps to follow:
1. Create Snapshots of your proposals.

The settings for snapshots let you create images in sizes you need.

2. Render the scene.
Rendering creates a high resolution image of your current scene.
Main steps:
 Choose view and position in the model
 Hit ‘Render’
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Choose settings (Tip: ‘Auto-brightness’ is fine).





Tip: the preview in the render dialog defines the size of the image you get as result.
Start render process.
After some minutes, check if the result in the render preview meets your expectations. The
render process optimizes the result more and more.
Stop or continue the render process.
Save rendered image.




3. Storyboards
Storyboard is a great tool for creating videos with a camera moving through your scene.

Main steps:
 add camera positions, camera movements, scenes and captions to the storyboard
 play and test the animation
 create a video
4. Publish to AIM 360, ‘Infrastructure Modeler in the cloud’
Hint: Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler 2013 R2 adds functionality to the desktop application and
provides the ability to publish scenarios to the Autodesk 360 Infrastructure Modeler service, and
provides access to scenarios from web and mobile devices. This update is available for
subscribers only.
http://wikihelp.autodesk.com/Infrastructure_Modeler/enu/2013/Help/0217-For_Subs217
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Define scenario that is going to be published.



Define the area of interest.
Tip: for performance reasons you should limit the area of interest to the crucial part. ‘Entire
model’ is practically only an option when you model isn’t too large:




Check which storyboard you want to publish.
Tip: there is a bunch of additional settings, but the default values are fine for a good viewing
experience on AIM 360.
Publish your scenario to
a) AIM 360. This lets you view and share your scenario through the Autodesk cloud
(Autodesk 360) to Browsers and the AIM360 iPad app.



b) your local system. This lets you view the scenario in your browser locally.
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AutoCAD Utility Design: detailed electric network design
Business challenge:
Create a detailed and consisted design of the electric lines including material and cost list and a map for
the construction team.
Example:
One of the proposals from Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler plus GIS and raster data prepared in
AutoCAD Map are used directly as data base in AutoCAD Utility Design (AUD). Especially the poles from
a conceptual proposal from AIM are the base for the detailed network design. Tools for electric network
design in AutoCAD Utility Design make it easy to design a consistent, detailed electric network.
Steps to follow:
Detailed steps are shown in this video http://youtu.be/6yRECYMftyw. The main steps are:
1. Create a new electric design project in AutoCAD Utility Design.
2. Attach sqlite file to the AutoCAD Utility Design DWG via FDO
Infrastructure Modeler stores the whole model in a sqlite file. This is per default located in in the
Windows user profile in ..\Documents\Infrastructure Models.
3. Stylize FDO layer ‘city furniture’.
Tip: Infrastructure Modeler stores all city furniture (which include wind mills, poles etc.) in one
single feature table. A look into the attribute data shows that a theme based on the attribute
MANUAL_STYLE creates the desired map display.
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Tip: the poles displayed from the SQLite file are the ones from the current Infrastructure Modeler
proposal. So make sure you close Infrastructure Modeler with the desired proposal active,
Infrastructure Modeler is always saving changes automatically. The poles from the SQLite file are
used as base for a detailed design with AUD tools.
Hint: In this step only layers that were edited in Infrastructure Modeler need to be added. The
most crucial ones are City furniture, trees, buildings, and coverages.

4. Stylize other FDO layers.
Tip: for base date like buildings, parcels etc. the original files used in AutoCAD Map at the
beginning of this workflow can be used as well of course. You can export the FDO layers styles in
AutoCAD Map (as *.layer files), and re-use them here. Way faster!
5. Create electric lines with AUD tools based on the poles from Infrastructure Modeler SQLite file.
6. Check the design with AUD analysis tools
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Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler: visualize and communicate final design
Business challenge:
Visualize the final design of the electric lines in 3D for internal and external stakeholders and the public.
Example:
Enhance the existing 3D Model in Autodesk Infrastructure Modeler (AIM) with the detailed design created
in AutoCAD Utility Design.
Steps to follow:
1. In AUD: save poles layer to SDF (or SQLite).

2. Add pole layer to AIM and stylize as city furniture and poles.
Tip: create another proposal first if needed.

3. Repeat steps for transformers or other electric elements you want to display in AIM.
4. Tip: if you created underground electric lines in AUD, you can add them from an external file in
AIM as well: use ‘pipeline’ as feature type. Additionally you can create a style that matches your
needs and assign it to the electric lines.
5. Hint: there is no feature type for overhead conductors in Infrastructure Modeler. With a little trick
and manual adjustments you can achieve a display as in the picture below.
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Steps to follow:
 AUD: switch to 3D display.
 Export DWG (3D polylines for electric lines are created).
 Add DWG to AIM and stylize as pipelines (create a special style for your purposes first).
 Alternaively to step 1 and 2: Add DWG to AIM again and stylize as poles.
 Some manual adjustment will be necessary (e.g. pole types in AIM and AUD are different).
And voilà: a detailed electric design from AUD in Infrastructure Modeler.

Markus Briglmeir, Autodesk Germany
markus.briglmeir@autodesk.com
Geospatial Navigator Blog (in German, but includes Google translator)

http://geospatialnavigator.typepad.com/

Autodesk Infrastructure Design Suite:
http://usa.autodesk.com/autodesk-infrastructure-design-suite
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